
FORD TRANSIT
Various conversions by Stanford Coachworks



Stanford Coachworks are a Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier



OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH FORD

At Stanford Coachworks we are proud to say that we are an
accredited Ford Qualified Vehicle Modifier (QVM). We are unique

from other QVM companies as we offer conversions on a number of
Ford products including the Transit panel van (all wheelbases and

heights), the Transit Custom and the Tourneo Connect.



Bespoke medical conversion based on a Ford Transit L2H2



ABOUT OUR CONVERSIONS

Although specialising in accessible minibuses, we offer a variety of
bespoke conversions on the Ford range including medical service

vehicles, specialist vehicles and custom-built vehicles for the
production, television and music industry.



Wheelchair accessible Ford Transit based on the 4x4 model



Custom-stitch interior seating with embroidered headrests



FORD TRANSIT CONVERSIONS



POPULAR FEATURES OF OUR FORD TRANSIT
CONVERSIONS

Wheelchair passenger restraint systems
Choice of manual or electric side steps
Choice of internal or external tail lifts
Choice of passenger seating layouts
External signwriting
Climate control (rear saloon heating and air conditioning)
LED interior lighting
Luggage racks
Medical service vehicles can include piped oxygen, emergency
sirens, wipe clean interiors, stretchers and much more.

To find out more about our features or for more information on our specialist
features, contact us.



Medical service vehicle conversion based on a Ford Transit.



Passenger entry - heavy-duty ramp & electric side step



Wheelchair accessible Ford Transit Jumbo



This conversion features an underfloor tail lift



FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM CONVERSIONS



ABOUT OUR FORD TRANSIT CUSTOM
CONVERSIONS

Although smaller that our Ford Transit conversions, our Ford Transit
Customs can facilitate up to 8 passengers or 3 wheelchairs depending

on seating configuration and internal layout. These conversions are
perfect for organisations with drivers who do not hold a D1 driving

licence. Their smaller size also means that they are easy to
manoeuvre, park and store.



8-seat Ford Transit Custom wheelchair accessible conversion



Passenger entry - pedal operated side step & internal tail lift



Bespoke mobile office converted on a Ford Transit Custom chassis



The mobile office featured a full-width desk with a television



FORD TOURNEO CONNECT CONVERSIONS



ABOUT OUR FORD TOURNEO CONNECT
CONVERSIONS

Our Ford Tourneo Connect conversions are the smallest in our range
of Ford conversions and are perfect for those looking to transport a

single wheelchair user. 
 

These conversion feature a specially designed fold-out ramp which
sits inside of the original vehicle flooring.



8-seat Ford Transit Custom wheelchair accessible conversion



Passenger seating & specially designed cut-in floor



01375 676088

sales@stanfordcoachworks.co.uk

CONTACT US TODAY:


